
C-Comm Weather Powered by iMap

Superior All-in-One Marine Weather Solutions
C-Comm Weather, powered by iMap®, offers complete all-in-one weather solutions 
for commercial shipping.

C-Comm Weather weather services are designed to be easily integrated and 
accessed from the marine electronics on your bridge.  C-Comm Weather works 
behind your firewall and may be branded by your company for use by your crew, 
fleet and clients.

C-Comm Weather Benefits
Vital, Real-Time Weather

C-Comm Weather provides vital, real-time weather and sea condition data on a 
fully interactive map.  With an easy-to-use universal control set of visual icons, 
C-Comm Weather provides captains and crew with detailed information on up to 
the minute local and global weather conditions.

C-Comm Weather can easily be tailored to your company’s specific needs.  
Whether you desire a unique data set not currently offered as a public source, 
or a different data configuration or resolution specific to your location, Weather 
Decision Technologies, the meteorology team behind iMap, can provide your 
fleet with a fully customized weather data package.

Armed with C-Comm Weather, your fleet can now navigate smoothly through the 
stormiest weather.

C-Comm™

Ku Band VSAT Equipment

The C-Comm Weather display allows the user to select specific data to be shown, 
such as hurricane tracking, wind speed/direction and barometric pressure.
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C-Comm Weather Interactive Weather Map Features

C-Comm Weather’s graphical displays and 
icons are clear and easy to read, providing 
in-depth, up to the minute data.

• Winds

• Waves

• Fronts

• Radar

• Satellite

• Observations

• Bulletins

• Currents

• Swells

• Clouds

• Precipitation

• Visibility 

• Lightning

• Tropical Storms

Ease of Use
Intuitive

C-Comm Weather’s intuitive, graphical interface delivers complex data via easy-to-read touchscreen icons.  C-Comm Weather’s services 
can be downloaded over any Internet connection and launched on any PC-based display.

Easy Interface

C-Comm Weather’s graphical displays and icons provide in-depth information for both conventional and touchscreen display devices.  
C-Comm Weather provides the user with over 10,000 critical pieces of weather data and related information presented in a clear and 
concise format.

All the Weather, All-in-One

C-Comm Weather allows users to view critical weather elements such as fronts, winds, waves, satellites and much more on any laptop, 
tablet PC or other PC-based display device via an integrated console PC on the captain’s bridge.  Unlike other services that offer only a 
partial view, C-Comm Weather presents the complete picture in one easily accessible screen.  C-Comm Weather technology has been 
designed to optimize the marine weather experience with on-demand, state-of-the science weather data suitable for all commercial 
shipping needs.


